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Children. All of us selflessly feel responsible for them. Whether due to their vulnerability or innocence, isn’t our first instinct to always protect a child no matter what?
This unselfish feeling is one of the many reasons for founding Toybank. If I’m asked
twice or even thrice what motivated me to start Toybank, I would have a completely
different answer each time.
Every child needs play. While a majority has the privilege of owning toys and games
and enjoying play dates, the number of kids that has no access to toys is heartbreakingly large. And through Toybank, we remind ourselves that play is the right and not
privilege for every child. I believe that Toybank has a duty towards the children of the
world as a whole. There are so many reasons, and as many aspects to those reasons,
for us to do what we do. Other than undiluted fun, bringing play to children has
social, emotional, and psychological benefits.
Children play to learn - to be responsible, generous, considerate, and a lot more. Play
gives them a sense of purpose. A sense of belonging. Of never feeling abandoned. Of
receiving the much-needed stimulation. Thanks to healthy play, we will look at a
world with kids growing up to become able, intelligent, and compassionate individuals. It is with this belief that I began this journey called Toybank.
Every milestone I cross, and every time I look at children play, I’m assured that our
world is about to change for better. And we are mindful of our role in making
childhood and the future of kids better. That is the biggest drive for Toybankers
across the world to keep at it, to never give up!

How the heart leaps when that last move to solve the Rubik’s
Cube hits you. You have tested your skills, determination,
observation, and spent hours re-jigging the mini blocks
carefully to reach the goal. Like the father of Rubik’s Cube,
Erno Rubik, says, “The Cube is an imitation of life itself – or
even an improvement of life.” We need to meticulously
organise all the blocks to complete the puzzle. Education,
family, friends, and play – all these need to be in place to
reach our goal of building a decent life and future. Even if
one (just one!) aspect is mislaid, it’s like an unsolved Rubik’s
Cube. Unfortunately, for the disadvantaged children, a very
important aspect - healthy play - is missing, making the
picture askew.

WHY PLAY
Because children are too full of life to be confined by just letters and numbers, and
going beyond basic literacy and numeracy is the need of the hour in an ever-evolving world. For us at Toybank, an initiative under The Opentree Foundation, our
endeavour is to build a world where every child is empowered through healthy play.
While children think they’re just having fun, they are spontaneously honing their
expressiveness and creativity. Healthy play results in enhanced cognitive skills,
higher grades, good social skills, reduced drop-outs, higher earnings, and reduction
in anxiety and depression.
Ergo, since its inception on August 15, 2004, Toybank has tirelessly been promoting
and working for the Right to Play for all children. And now that it’s time to look at the
year in retrospect, the growing reach of Toybank, thanks to the support of our friends
and kind patrons like you, feels like we’re one step closer to solving the Rubik’s Cube.
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Increased our reach
Got new hands on deck
Enhanced our welfare and field work
Fortified our partnerships and collaborations
Conducted and participated in scores of events
Were recognised and lauded for our work

REST OF

MUMBAI
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MARCH 2016

16,503

19,447

35,950

MARCH 2015

8,909

12,244

21,153

ACHIEVEMENTS

Collaboration with Snehalaya in Ahmednagar, Maharashtra
Toybank collaborated with Snehalaya (Ahmednagar, Maharashtra) to set up 16
game libraries, and dispatched 832 educational games and toys to 3,096 children.
Founded in 1989 in Ahmednagar, Snehalaya supports women, children, and the
LGBT community to find safe exit points from poverty and commercial sex industry.
POWER OF PLAY TO ALMOST 34,000 CHILDREN
In June, Toybank had 251 libraries in Maharashtra and through this, Toybank
successfully brought the Power of Play to almost 34,000 children.
Reaching Urban and Rural Areas Alike
As of March 2016, Toybank had 44 urban partners reaching out to 19,447 children
across 190 different centres. Our rural reach expanded with 12 partners across 87
different centres, impacting the lives of 16,503 children.
AN ‘EVENT’FUL YEAR
Toybank events saw an enthusiastic participation from its supporters. The
highlights:
• Toybank Fiesta 2015 - An Art Fundraiser
• Deloitte Impact Day 2015
• The Standard Chartered Mumbai Marathon 2016 (SCMM)
• Footsteps for Good 2016 (F4G)

Each instance you supported Toybank, you inadvertently contributed to
the mental, cognitive, emotional and physical development of the kids!

CREATING
HAPPY AND SAFE SPACES
A happy haven. What every child needs, but is
sadly wanting in at-risk children’s lives.
Through its interventions, Toybank strives to
create safe and happy spaces by setting up
game libraries and impact centres for the
underprivileged children who are exposed to
negative environments. Toybank reaches out
to 33,710 children across 9 districts in Maharashtra, India, through an activity-based
curriculum that augments their ability to
identify and access choices that will improve
their life opportunities.

HOW IT’S DONE
GAME LIBRARIES AND
PLAY SESSIONS
Toybank associates with NGOs, Schools, Shelter Homes, and suchlike to create safe
spaces where children play, interact with each other, and learn through games. Each
Toybank Game Library is suitably curated so that children receive relevant play
material based on their age, background and surrounding. These games are coded
and stored in cupboards/chests/trunks at the school premises.
When it’s playtime, the Toy Library buzzes with cheer, prattle, and laughter while
also keeping children positively distracted from their otherwise difficult surroundings. At the same time, ‘Play Sessions’ are not just all fun and games always. A
healthy dose of values such as Hygiene, Habit Formations, and Morals are taught
with thematic Play Sessions.

TOYBANK
ALWAYS ENSURES
• Board games and teaching tools complement the education system
• Gender equality through play with equal access and participation
• Dropout rates in schools decrease and enrolments increase
• Life skills are imparted and interest in learning increases
• Children only play morally correct games to enable them to become curious,
playful, analytical and critical thinkers
• An optimal quantity and variety of games is maintained throughout the year.

WHAT'S MORE
A Power Of Play workshop is conducted to sensitise the faculty and emphasise on
the value of play methodology.
With the help of behaviour therapists, Toybank has created parameters that are
engaged to assess children on their social, life, motor, fine motor and language
skills.
Collection Drives are organised to collect old toys and games. These toys are segragated into categories such as board games or puzzles, gift-wrapped for toy distribution across schools for lesser-privileged kids. Every child goes back with a personal
age-appropriate toy to begin making memories and gain a lot more from healthy
play.

It may be a long journey that we are on, but we are reaching milestones and spreading across places in and outside India.
Whether beginning the Bangalore chapter in 2007, setting up the first Toybank
Library in Delhi in July 2012, launching in Pune, Goa, Hyderabad, and Bhutan,
Toybank now has 176 Play Centers in Mumbai and 105 in other cities!
Always eager to get-up-and-go and a lot of help from our friends, Toybank aspires
to spread smiles and healthy play for ever child that needs support!

176 PLAY CENTERS IN MUMBAI
105 PLAY CENTERS IN OTHER CITIES

SNEHALAYA

Keeping up with the tradition of touching the lives of disadvantaged children, Toybank
and Snehalaya joined hands and set up 16 Toybank game libraries to reach 3,096
children of commercial sex workers and/or of HIV affected individuals in Ahmednagar,
Maharashtra.
Founded in 1989 in Ahmednagar, Snehalaya supports women, children and the LGBT
community to find safe exit points from poverty and the commercial sex industry, and
provides rehabilitation, education, healthcare, and awareness to 15,000+ beneficiaries
across 16 projects annually.
Toy libraries were set up for interactive play sessions for two hours, twice a week, with
educational toys and games, puzzles, group games, and art and craft sessions. The
school staff underwent meticulous training on conducting play sessions, and children
were taught how to play the board games and toys.

TOYBANK SNEHALAYA
AN INCLUSIVE ENDEAVOUR
The game libraries overrode discrimination of all kinds and welcomed the below-poverty-line populace of general and schedule castes. The centres were set up at Snehalaya’s eight Balbhavans and Sadhana Amte Bal Vidya Mandir that provide education
and health facilities to child labourers, substance users, and children of single parents.
Centers at Khopargun and Shrirampur that cater to the at-risk children of commercial
sex workers, Anam Prem that provides protection to special children (mostly deaf, mute
and visually-impaired) were also part of the project, as were the rehabilitation centers
at Shrigondha Center and Mahamanav Baba Amte Sewa Sanstha, and Khadki Zilla
Parishad School.

HOW THE PLAY SESSIONS
IMPACTED THE CHILDREN
The game libraries have kept the children distracted from their negative environments, ensuring that none succumbed to the flesh trade rackets rampant in the
areas of their residence. Children were motivated to learn better through play and
thus a happy space was created for them to interact with other children. This has
ensured a substantial reduction in dropout rates across centres.

SHUBHAM WAKODE
CASE.IN.POINT
Shubham Wakode, 14, is the child
of old clothes sellers who have two
other children to support on their
meager income. A school dropout,
Shubham is currently a regular
student at the Utkarsha Balbhavan
in Ahmednagar. The intelligent but
restless boy would once get
distracted and abandon a game to
pick up a new one. Thanks to the
commitment of the local social worker at Balbhavan and Shubham’s excitement, the
latter soon became a regular student.
The centre-in-charge and social worker would sit with Shubham through the whole
game, teaching him how to play it. Soon enough, Shubham would focus on, avidly
play and complete one game. At every play session, Shubham would pick up a
different toy and through this learn concepts related to his school curriculum.
Just like Shubham, all the children are benefiting from the physical and cognitive
development that play sessions and power of play workshops bring on.

AN EVENTFUL
YEAR!
NO DAY IS EVER UNEVENTFUL AT TOYBANK!
THESE EVENTS THAT GOT US UP AND GOING
THROUGH THE YEAR 2015-2016.

TOYBANK FIESTA, 2015
AN ART FUNDRAISER
(OCTOBER 2-4, 2015)
The Toybank Fiesta 2015 – An Art Fundraiser - at ABACA had the audiences sitting in
rapt attention for the panel discussion about the importance of play in childhood.
The evenings ended with performances by Luke Kenny & Band, Ram Trio, and
Saurabh Sharma & Group.

VIRGIN LONDON MARATHON
2015
(26 APRIL, 2015)
Gaurav Goyal ran for the UK-based charity Child Action, which facilitates fundraising in the UK and channels the money to Toybank to build toy libraries in India.

DELOITTE
IMPACT DAY, 2015
(NOVEMBER 23, 2015)
A massive event at Shree Geeta Vidyalaya School, Deonar, Mumbai, involved activities for 2000+ and toy distribution for 1200 kids. Team Deloitte skillfully conducted
scrap magic workshops, art and craft workshops, drawing competition, screening
kids engaged and encouraged them to return to school!

STANDARD CHARTERED
MUMBAI MARATHON 2016
(JANUARY 15, 2016)
We made a run for making Toybank bring healthy play to more and more kids.
Toybankers participated in the Dream Run, the Half Marathon and the Full Marafunds.

FOOTSTEPS FOR GOOD
2016
(FEBRUARY 7, 2016)
Seventy-one friends of Toybank participated in the 5KM and 10KM run/walk.

CLICK
FOR A CAUSE
(OCTOBER 2015)
The third year of Toybank’s Annual Photography Content. Toybank supporters
captured the perfect moments in kids’ lives who smile even in adversity. The photo
contest saw a large number of entries of pictures that would melt your heart!

HOW TOYBANK
IMPACTS KIDS
Children, especially underprivileged and at-risk, are both impressionable and
vulnerable. Toybank’s Game Libraries play a vital role in creating child-friendly and
safe spaces to meet their physical, intellectual and social skills needs.
Through play, children learn, develop a sense of well-being and language skills,
enhance creative thinking and problem solving, and improve interpersonal skills.
The game libraries provide the means to aid in influencing and shaping a child’s
interactions, development and experience of life into adulthood.

Through our interventions, the game libraries complement the education system,
as children grasp and retain concepts better courtesy the board games and other
teaching tools. For instance, Scrabble can help a child build vocabulary and stimulate the mind.
Children that play together stay together! The positive spaces and team activities of
Toybank game libraries encourage children to interact with each other, ensuring a
remarkable reduction in dropout rates across centres. This has been testified by
centres-in-charge and school Principals who assert that the children are always
excited and eager to attend play sessions.

EMPOWERING KIDS
THROUGH HEALTHY PLAY
Toybank strives to build a world where every child is empowered through healthy
play. We facilitate children’s behavioural and mental growth in their most impressionable years, changing their perspective towards life in adulthood.
With the support of partner organisations - schools and NGOs - Toybank sets up
game libraries equipped with essential toys, games, and other material that instruct
and amuse, driving children into these safe spaces for play sessions twice a month.
The toys and games at our game libraries are regularly replaced to keep up with
children’s needs as they outgrow these playthings. Thanks to these play sessions
Toybank has successfully reduced absenteeism, boosted cooperation among
children and helped them learn better. While having fun, kids also hone their
expressiveness and creativity, and foster mental and emotional development.

TESTIMONIALS

PRIYAM BATHIJA
TRUSTEE

I believe in Toybank's ethos that every child must have the right to play because
play for children is warm and nurturing. It establishes clear limits and expectations,
reflects and transmits a shared understanding of what it means to be a “good
person”, and builds responsible and healthy communities. In a world of war and
political strife, we could do with a lot more adults who’ve had happy childhoods!

JIBY THOMAS
TRUSTEE
I love what Toybank does because it works on a very underestimated yet critical
aspect of a child’s growing up years - play. The enthusiasm, passion, and commitment of Toybank have made it an exciting learning adventure for me. The environment of play Toybank provides for the underprivileged children creates a positive
impact in shaping the foundation of the child. Toybank’s initiatives and the idea that
a toy or game can achieve so much at such a low cost per child is truly amazing!

MARTIN REITH
KEY SUPPORTER
My career in the 1990s allowed me to visit India frequently. I simply loved travelling
there. I was struck, though, by the stark poverty gap. Consequently, I was delighted
to be introduced to Toybank about 10 years ago. I was impressed with Shweta’s
vision and drive to connect with less-fortunate children through play. Toybank's
goal is simple yet so difficult to achieve. I am proud to have played a very small part
in Shweta's vision and look forward to remaining close to Toybank.

SUBRAMANIAN MV
TRUSTEE
By engaging the children to play at the right age, we bring out their aspirations,
competitive spirit, exploration and teamwork. Children dream at young age and
this platform rightly provides the tool.

POOJA KESWANI
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,
ALCHEMY CAPITAL
Toybank’s ceaseless hard work over the years has created the awareness that
healthy play is crucial for a child’s cognitive development. Thanks to meaningful
collaborations, play now reaches the most overlooked sections of the society –
urban and rural. The inclusivity that Toybank promises and delivers ensures that
play is considered a right and not a privilege.

AVANTIKA MEHRA
GRADE 11, TOYBANK VOLUNTEER
Toybank is special because they recognise that a toy is not a luxury, but a right.
Toys form a significant part of an individual’s childhood, and are important for
the child’s development and happiness. I will continue to support work and
contribute, because I believe one of the finest acts of kindness is gifting a child
happiness.

FINANCIALS
FUNDS RAISED

EXPENSES

41% Trusts

Program Development:

19% Individuals

Rest of Maharashtra

19% Corporates

Program Development:

16% Events

Mumbai

5%

Program Development: Other

Others

Volunteering &
Capacity Building

WELFARE
SNAPSHOT

Impact Assessment
Resource Generation & Events
Administration

GOVERNANCE
BOARD MEETINGS 2015-2016
Board meetings:

4

Board strength:

5

BOARD MEETINGS

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

4th July 2015

28th Nov’ 2015

16th Jan’ 2016

23rd Apr’ 2016

TRUSTEES

BALANCE SHEET
2015-16

SCHEDULE VIII
Vide Rule 17 (1)

The Bombay Public Trusts Act. 1950.
Name of the Public Trust : THE OPENTREE FOUNDATION

FUNDS & LIABILITIES
Trust Funds or Corpus :Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Add During the year

Other Earmarked Funds :(Created under the provision of the trust
deed or scheme or out of the income)
Sinking Fund
Reserve Fund
Any other Fund

Loans (Secured or Unsecured) :From Trustees
From Other

Registration No. E - 26105 (MUM)
Balance Sheet as at 31.03.0016
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
PROPERTY AND ASSETS
AMOUNT
Immovable Properties:- (at east)
2,92,001.00
2,92,001.00 Investments:Fixed deposits

Furniture & ﬁxtures :Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Additions during the year

89,506.00

Trade Mark
Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Additions during the year

35,000.00
35,000.00

39,241.62
14,095.08
1,12,598.00 1,65,934.70

Computers
Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Additions during the year
Less Depreciation for the year

Plant & Machinery
Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Additions during the year
Provision :provision for Expenses
Audit Fees Payable
Income and Expenditure Account :Bal as per last Balance Sheet
Add Surphis
Less Deﬁcit (As per I & E A/c)

2,12,450.00
Less Depreciation for the year
3,007,00 2,15,457.00 Cash and Bank Balance
a) Cash in Hand
25,08,178.79
b) YES Bank
6,05,632.27
c) HDFC Bank
31,13,811.06
Loans, Advances & Deposits
Accured Interest on FD
TDS
Deposit

Total

Place: MUMBAI
Date: 27/09/2016

2,37,367.00
28,600.00
2,65,967.00
26,597.00 2,39,370.00

1,085.00
1,085.00
271

814

25,807.45
68,240.50
94,047.95
35,957.00

58,090.95

65,242.00
1,575.00
66,817.00
10,023.00

56,794.00

13,033,43
8,89,161.54
2,34,331.19 11,36,526.16

32,008.23
28,106.42
2,70,000.00 3,30,114.65

39,11,709.76 Total

For The Opentree Fundation

Managing Trustee

20,90,000.00

89,506.00

Less Depreciation for the year
Liabilities :For Advances
For Rent and Other Deposits
For Sundry Credit Balance
For Charity Commissioner Dues

AMOUNT

3,911,709.76

for M/s N.A. Rajadhyaksha & Associates
Charted Accountants
(Firm Reg. No.127948W)

CA. NIKHIL ARUN RAJADHYAKSHA
Partner
(Membership No.123313)

Trustee
Place: MUMBAI
Date: 27/09/2016

INCOME & EXPENDITURE
2015-16

SCHEDULE - IX
Vide Rule 17 (1)
The Bombay Public Trusts Act. 1950.
Name of the Public Trust : THE OPENTREE FOUNDATION

EXPENDITURE
To Expenditure in respect of properties :Rates, taxes, cesses
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries
Insurance
Depreciation
Other Expenses

Registration No. E - 26105 (MUM)

Income and Expenditure account for the period 01/04/2015 to 31/03/2016
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
INCOME
AMOUNT

By Interest
On Bank
On Fixed Deposits
On IT Refund

To Establishment Expenses
To Remuneration to Trustees
To Remuneration
To Legal Expenses
To Rent
To Contribution and Fees
To Audit Fees

3,000.00
By Transfer from Reserve
24,638.00
8,625.00

72,848.00

29,34,982.94

29,34,982.94
6,05,632.27
41,66,872.19 TOTAL

For The Opentree Fundation

Place: MUMBAI
Date: 27/09/2016

39,93,701.82

By Grants

By Surplus carried over to Balance Sheet
TOTAL

Managing Trustee

41,994.71
1,30,854.66
321 1,73,170.37

5,17,145.98 By Donations in cash or kind

To Provision for Income Tax Return Fees
To Miscellaneous Expenses
To Depreciation
To Amount trf. to Reserve or speciﬁc funds.
To Expenditure on object of the Trust :a. Religious
b. Educational
c. Medical Relief
d. Relief of poverty
e. Other Charitable objects

AMOUNT

41,66,872.19

for M/s N.A. Rajadhyaksha & Associates
Charted Accountants
(Firm Reg. No.127948W)

CA. NIKHIL ARUN RAJADHYAKSHA
Partner
(Membership No.123313)

Trustee
Place: MUMBAI
Date: 27/09/2016

PARTNERS
MUMBAI
A.D. Pawar Vidyalaya
Abhinav Dhyan Mandir School English
Medium
Abhinav Dhyan Mandir School Marathi
Medium
Bhausaheb Vidyalaya
Bhima Nagar School
Colaba Municipal School
COSMOS School
E.S. Vidyalaya (English)
E.S. Vidyalaya (Hindi)
Gandhi Bal Mandir School

M.H Chougule School
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Education Trust
Nalanda High School
Nityanand Municipal School
Poisar School (Hindi, Marathi)
Pragati School
Pragati School (Special Children)
Shinde Wadi School
Shree Geeta Vidhyalaya
Umeedbhai Patel School
Vidya Vikas

Aangan Trust
Apnalaya
Ashadeep Association
Ashray Akruti Foundation
Bal jeevan Trust
Community Outreach Program (CORP)
Daya Sadan
Dharma Bharathi Mission
Each One Teach One (EOTO)
FSC

Gharkul Trust
Humara Bachpan
Lamp Post
Mumbai Smiles
SHARE
Womens India Trust
YMCA
YUVA
YWCA

NGO’S

Palghar

Toybank Libraries

mail@toybank.org
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